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Abstract 
The cross section of the pure QED process e+ e- -> "/"/ has been measured using data ac-
cumulated during the 1989 and 1990 scans of the Z0 resonance at LEP. Both the energy 
dependence and the angular distribution are in good agreement with the QED prediction, 
Upper limits on the branching ratios of Z0 -> "f"f, Z0 -> 1r0 "f and Z0 -> rn have been set at 
lAx I o-4 , 1 Ax 10-'1 and 2.0 x 10-4 respectively. Lower limits on the cutoff parameters of the 
modified electron propagator have been found to be A+> 117 GeV and A_ > 110 GeV. The 
reaction e+e- -> "/"1"1 has also been studied and was found to be consistent with the QED 
prediction_ An upper limit on the branching ratio of Z0 _,"/"/"/has been set at 6 .. 6 x 10-5 • 
All the limits are given at 95% confidence leveL 
(Submitted to Physics Letters D) 
The OPAL Collaboration 
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The reaction e+e--> 11 provides a clean test of QED at centre of mass energies ncar to the 
zo resonance, in contrast to lepton pair production where the weak interaction is dominant. 
The study of this reaction can also be used to set limits on non-standard properties of the 
zo boson. We have previously published a study of this reaction based on 21 e+e- -> 11 
e\·ents [1], and similar results ha\·e been reported by other LEP collaborations [2,3,4]. In this 
paper we present an improved measurement of the cross section of this reaction using all the 
data accumulated by the OPAL experiment in 1989 and 1990 during scans in centre of mass 
energy across the Z0 resonance. The integrated luminosity used is more than 10 times as 
large as that in our previous publication [1], which is superseded hy this paper. The updated 
analysis of the higher order reaction e+ e- -> 111 is also given. 
The components of the OPAL detector [5] reb·ant to this analysis arc described below. 
The trajectories and momenta of charged particles are measured by a central tracking detector 
in a uniform magnetic field of 0.435 T. It includes a precision vertex chamber, a large volume 
jet chamber \vhich gives precise tracking information in the plane perpendicular to the beam 
direction and z-chambers for tracking in the plane parallel to the beam direction. The vertex 
chamber is a 1 metre long, 47 em diameter cylindrical drift chamber. It consists of an inner 
layer of 36 cells with 12 axial wires per cell and an outer layer of 36 cells with 6 small angle 
( 4") stereo wires per cell. The main tracking is done with the jet chamber, a drift chamber 
approximately four metres long and two metres in radius. It provides up to 159 measured 
space points along a track and covers the polar angular range of I cosBI < 0.97. The barrel part 
of the electromagnetic calorimeter covers the region I cosBI < 0.82 and consists of 9·HO lead 
glass blocks of 24.6 radiation lengths thickness pointing towards the interaction region. The 
blocks arc slightly tilted from a perfect pointing geometry to prevent photons from escaping 
through inter-block gaps. The two cndcaps of the electromagnetic calorimeter consist of 
2261 lead glass blocks of 20 radiation lengths thickness, covering the polar angular range of 
0.81 < I cos B I < 0.98. The energy resolution for a 45 GeV electron is typically 3% in the barrel 
and 4% in the endcaps although the energy resolution is degraded around the oYerlap region 
of the barrel and the endcaps. The forward detector, used for the luminosity measurement, is 
composed of two identical elements placed around the beam pipe at either end of the central 
detector, each consisting of a lead-scintillator calorimeter and proportional tube chambers. 
They coYer the polar angles between 40 and 150 mrad and 2rr in azimuthal angle. In front 
of each calorimeter there is a set of precisely located scintillators and drift chambers. The 
systematic normalisation error in the determination of the integrated luminosity is better 
than 1.6% [6]. 
For this ana.lysis the vertex chamber, jet chamber, electromagnetic calorimeter and for-
ward detector were all required to be operating at high efficiency. After these quality cuts, 
the remaining data correspond to an integrated luminosity of 7.21 pb -I. The cffecti,;e av-
erage centre of mass energy, calculated from the luminosity weighted mean value of 1/ s, 
is 91.22 GeV. 
The triggers for e+e- -> lib) events are based on the electromagnetic calorimeter. 
The calorimeter trigger required an energy sum of at least 6 GeV in the barrel part or in one 
endcap. The trigger inefficiency for e+e--> 11b) events has been studied using e+e--> e+e-
events, which had independent triggers, and was found to be negligible over the polar angular 
range considered. 
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The selection of e+e- --> TYb) events was based on energy clusters in the electromag-
netic calorimeters. Clusters in the barrel region were required to have an energy of at least 
100 i\le V and clusters in the end caps 11-cre required to contain at least two adjacent lead 
glass blocks and have an energy of at least 200 MeV. Charged tracks in the central detector 
were used to identify photon conversions in e+e---> 11(/) eYents and to separate them from 
events produced by background processes. Tracks used in this analysis were divided into 
two categories. One was a track reconstructed from the vertex chamber data only (vertex 
chamber track) and the other was a track reconstructed using .the whole central detector, 
namely the vertex chamber, the jet chamber and the z-chambers (central detector track). A 
vettex chamber track could also be classified as a central detector track if it matched with 
a track which had been reconstructed in the jet chamber. A vertex chamber track had to 
have at least six wires hit, while the following quality requirements were imposed on central 
detector tracks. 
• Idol < 2 em, where Idol is the distance of closest approach to the beam axis in a plane 
perpendicular to the beam axis. 
• lzol < 70 em, where lzol is the distance of closest approach to the interaction point, 
along the beam axis. 
• Nh;, :2: 20, where Nhit IS the total number of hits in the chambers associated with the 
track. 
• The radius of the first hit from the beam axis had to be less than 60 em. 
• The momentum transverse to the beam axis had to be greater than 50 MeV /c. 
The following event selection criteria were used to remove most of the backgrounds from 
Z0 decays. 
i) Nc~, :<:; 8, where N,~. is the number of electromagnetic clusters. This removed most of 
the multihadronic events. 
ii) If there were two or more vertex chamber tracks, the maximum opening angle among 
the tracks in azimuth had to be less than 3". 
iii) If there were two or more central detector tracks, the maximum opening angle among 
the tracks had to be less than 20'. 
Cuts ii) and iii) together removed most of the lepton pair events, as well as the rnultihadronic 
events. 
The above cuts allowed one photon conversion per event in e+e---> 11(1) events. Events 
with more than one photon conversion were not selected. 
The final selection of e+e---> 11 events was made by applying the following further cuts 
which required two high-energy, back-to-back photon clusters. 
Al) At least two energetic electromagnetic clusters were required, each with an energy larger 
than 20% of the beam energy. 
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A2) The acollinearity angle of the two most energetic clusters was required to be less than 5'. 
A3) [cosO[Al' < 0.9, where 0 is the polar angle and [cosO[AI' is the average [cosO[ of the 
two clusters. (The geometrical acceptance was reduced from that used in our previous 
paper [1], [cosO[< 0.95, in order to avoid a large uncertainty in the photon conversion 
probability in the forward region.) 
r\ total of 205 events satisfied these criteria. A lithe events were scanned and it was confirmed 
that there remained no obvious background events due to track reconstruction inefficiency. 
The distributions of the second largest electromagnetic cluster energy and the acollincarity 
angle of the two most energetic clusters arc compared with those of the 1\lontc Carlo prediction 
for the reaction e+ e- --> TY in figures 1a and 1 b respectively. The 1\lonte Carlo eYents were 
generated by the RADCOR program [7] and processed by a program which simulates the 
response of the OPAL detector [8]. The agreement is good. 
The remaining background from the process e+e---> e+e-('y) was estimated using 1\lonte 
Carlo simulations. The e+e- --> e+e-1 e\'ents could fake the reaction e+e- --> 11 with one 
photon conversion in the following cases. 
a) The electron and the positron were very close to each other and opposite to a high 
energy photon. 
b) A photon and one of the electrons were emitted collinearly with most of the energy 
carried by the photon and the very low momentum charged track was not reconstructed 
in the chambers. 
c) One of the electrons scattered at small angles and escaped detection and the other 
electron and a photon were back to back. 
To estimate the backgrounds from the cases a) and b) we generated 2c!OOO e+e---> e+c(-y) 
events within the range [cosO[ < 0.976 at a centre of mass energy corresponding to the peak 
of the Z0 resonance, using the BABAI\IC 1\lonte Carlo program [9]. The number of events is 
equivalent to an integrated luminosity of 5.9 pb- 1 . The events were processed by the detector 
simulation program [8] and the same selection criteria were applied to the·simulatcd events as 
were applied to the real data. Only seven out of the 24000 generated events were found to be 
of the types a) or b) and the contribution to the cross section is 1.2 ± 0.5 pb at the Z0 peak. 
The number of events expected for the total luminosity is 6.9 ± 2.6, where the ,jS dependence 
of the e+e- --> e+e-('y) cross section has been taken into account. The case c) cannot be 
simulated by the BABAI\IC 1\Ionte Carlo program. Therefore this was simulated using the 
TEEGG 1\lonte Carlo program [10]. The cross section and the number of background events 
were found to be 0.29 pb and 2.1 respectively. Other backgrounds from J1 pairs, T pairs [ll] 
and multihadronic events [12] were also studied and were found to be negligibly small. The 
contribution from background events was subtracted from the selected events in the following 
analysis. 
To study the selection efficiency of e+e- --> 11 events, 2793 events were generated in the 
angular region [cos 0[ < 0.98 at the Z0 peak energy by the RADCOR 1\lonte Carlo program [7] 
and were then processed by the detector simulation program [8]. The number of simulated 
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events corresponds to an integrated luminosity of H.6 pb- 1 . The selection efficiency in the 
relevant angular region (I cosll1.41• < 0.9) was found to be 99.5 ± 0.8 %. The systematic error 
is due to the geometrical uncertainty at I cos Ill = 0.9 and the finite angular resolution of 
electromagnetic clusters. The contributions a.re 0.7% and 0.4% respectively and were added 
in quadrature. The numbers of real events with at least one central detector track and with 
no central detector track \Vere 28 and 177 respectively. Taking into account a total of 9.0 
background events considered above, which would fake e+e- ---> TY events with one photon 
conversion, the 28 obsen·ed e\·ents are consistent with a conversion probability of 5.1 ± 1A %. 
The Monte Carlo simulation predicts this probability to be -1.3 ± OA % in good agreement 
with the measurement. 
Following the convention used for the analysis of lower energy e+c- data [13] we present our 
measurement as a lowest order cross section, after applying radiati,·e corrections to account 
for higher order contributions. This produces a result which is independent of the choice of 
phase space cuts (except for the I cos Ill cut) and which can therefore more easily be compared 
with the theoretical prediction and with measurements made by other experiments. 
The integrated lowest order cross section, CT, was calculated using the following formula. 
CT= 
where Nob, Nbg> E and [are the number of observed events, the number of background events, 
the selection efficiency and the integrated luminosity respectively. The parameter R is the 
ratio of the predicted cross section with radiative corrections complete to order a 3 to the 
predicted lowest order cross section. Using Monte Carlo calculations [7] we have evaluated R 
at .jS = 91.22 GeV and with our selection criteria to be 0.844. We measure CT = 32.4 ± 2.3 pb 
for I cos Ill < 0.9 at .jS = 91.22 GeV. The QED prediction is 32.0 pb. The cross sections for 
I cos Ill < 0.9 for the different centre of mass energy points are given in table 1 and shown 
in figure 2a together with the QED prediction, which is proportional to ljs. The absolute 
value and the energy dependence of the cross section are in excellent agreement with QED. 
No significant influence from the Z0 resonance on the reaction e+e----> 11 is obserYed. 
A possible deviation of the measured e+ e- ---> 11 cross section from the QED pre-
diction could come from rare Z0 decays such as Z0 ---> 11 (theoretically forbidden [14]) or 
Z0 ---> 1r0 1 and Z0 ---> T/1 (the branching ratios are supposed to be of order 10-11 in the stan-
dard model [15]) in which the neutral decay of an energetic 1r0 or T} particle fakes a single 
high energy photon. The event topology of these Z0 decays is similar to that of the QED re-
action e+e----> 11 except for the angular distribution, which is expected to be approximately 
proportional to 1 + cos2 11. The overall detection efficiencies were estimated to be 86%, 85% 
and 60% for the decays Z0 ---> 11, Z0 ---> 1r01 and Z0 ---> T/1 respectively, where the geometrical 
acceptance, the conversion probability and the decay modes of the T} have been taken into 
account. We ha,·e assumed that the cross section of e+e- ---> Z0 ---> X is given by a Breit-
\Vigner line shape with s-dependent width, convoluted with an initial state photon radiation 
function as described in [16]. There may be some interference between the QED processes 
and these rare Z0 decays, but these effects were not taken into account in this analysis. The 
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peak cross section, CTpeak, was expressed as 
where fllz and fz are the mass and the total width of the Z0 and roe and fx are the partial 
decay widths of Z0 -> e+e- and Z0 -> X. We defined a x2 function as 
2(,. N ) ="' (cr;- NLcr;(I'x ))
2 (1- NL) 2 X I.\, L L , + ~N 
i UCJ"i , L 
where cr; and cr;(I'x) are the measured and the expected integrated cross sections for the 
centre of mass energy bin i. The normalisation factor, N1,, accounts for the systematic 
error of the luminosity measurement and \ras allowed to vary with the standard deviation 
~ND = 1.6%. The contributions from QED and from Z0 -> X were summed in calculating 
cr;(I'x ). Using this function with our measured values of 11lz (91.174 GeV), fz (2.505 GeV) 
and fee (83.6 l\leV) [6], we determined upper limits on r,,, I'~o, and r"' to be 0.36 i\IeV, 
0.36 l\IeV and 0.51 l\leV, respectively, at 95% confidence level. These limits correspond to 
Br(Z0 -) n) < 1.1 X 10-', Br(Z0 -) 7r01) < 1.4 X 10-4 and Br(Z0 -) rrr) < 2.0 X 1o-•. 
These are compared with previous limits [1,2,3,4] in table 2. 
The measured differential cross section for e+e- -> TY is listed in table 3 and shown in 
figure 2b. The agreement between the data and the QED prediction is good. A deviation from 
QED can be parametrised by introducing cutoff parameters, A±, into the electron propagator 
as follows [ 17]. 
- - - 1 ± -- - cos u dcr _ a
2 1 + cos2 B ( s 2 ( 1 2 ")) dO s 1 - cos2 B 2Al 
In order to obtain lower limits on A±, a x2 function was defined as 
where ;~; and ;~J'>±) are the measured and the expected differential cross sections for 
angular bin i, and NL and t:.N1, have the same meanings as before. Using this function we 
obtained lower limits of A+ > 117 GeV and A_ > 110 GeV at 95% confidence level. Our 
limits are compared with pre,·ious ones [1,2,3,'1,13] in table 4. 
The differential cross section for e+e- _, 11 can be modified by the exchange of a virtual 
excited electron, e·, of mass l'ofe· and with coupling constant A, where the effective Lagrangian 
is written as [17] 
- .\.e - * JLV Leff- --ecr~ve F + h.c. 
2J1le• 
In the limit l'ot;. ";Ps, the cutoff parameter ;\+ is related to the excited electron mass by the 
equation M;.; A = A~. For this analysis M;."'='s and so we have used the full formula. given 
in the appendix of reference [17]. Assuming A = 1, we obtained a. lower limit on the mass 
of the excited electron of 116 GeV at 95% confidence level. This is consistent with previous 
limits [1,3] and with those obtained by direct searches for excited electrons a.t LEP [18]. 
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Indirect searches using the reaction e+e- -> 11 are sensitive only to the electromagnetic 
coupling of an excited electron. 
Events of the higher order QED process e+e- -> 111 were selected by replacing the 
criteria (A1 to A3) by (B1 to B3). 
B1) Three energetic electromagnetic clusters were required, each with an energy larger thah 
I O% of the beam energy and I cos 01 < 0.9. The sum of energies of other clusters had 
to be less than 2.5 Ge V. 
B2) The opening angles between any two energetic clusters had to be larger than 20'. 
B3) The sum of the three opening angles had to be larger than 350', to ensure that the 
event was planar. 
The number of selected events was eight. Among these events only one event had one photon 
conversion. The number of e,·ents expected from QED was determined using a sample of 800 
Monte Carlo e+e- -> 111 events which were generated in the angular region I cos 01 < 0.95 at 
the Z0 peak energy by the RADCOR program [7] and then processed by the detector simu-
lation program (8]. The number of simulated events corresponds to an integrated luminosity 
of 272 pb- 1 and 20,1 events pass the above criteria. Thus the expected number of events for 
our integrated luminosity is 5.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.5 where the first error is statistical and the second is 
systematic. Here we conservatively assumed a 10% systematic error because there is no exact 
calculation of radiative corrections for this process. The background from e+e- -> e+e-11 
events, in which one electron was emitted in the beam direction and escaped detection, was 
estimated to be 0.3 events by using the TEEGG program [10]. Backgrounds from Jl. pairs, 
r pairs and multihadronic events are negligible. Therefore the observed number of events is 
consistent with the QED prediction. The numbers are listed in table 5 and the ratio of the 
observed number of events to the expected number of events is shown in figure 3a. Figure 3b 
shows the distribution of invariant masses of photon pairs, where the invariant mass is recon-
structed from the opening angles between photons. This distribution also agrees well with 
the expectation. 
A possible enhancement to the process e+e- -> 111 could come from the decay Z0 ->Ill· 
The branching ratio Br(Z0 -> 111) is 3 x I0- 10 in the standard model [19], but it may be 
as large as 2 x 10~., in some composite models [20,21]. The overall detection efficiency for 
the Z0 -> 111 decay was estimated to be 69% by a Monte Carlo simulation, including 
the geometrical acceptance and the conversion probability. We assumed here an isotropic 
distribution of the event. plane and the energy distribution of photons calculated for the 
Z0111 contact term (21]. Because of low statistics, the following likelihood function, L, was 
defined in order to obtain an upper limit on the decay width of Z0 -->Ill· 
where P denotes the Poisson distribution function and N; and A; are the observed and the 
expected numbers of events for centre of mass energy bin i. The factor, N, accounts for the 
normalisation errors, which are dominated by the systematic errors on the QED expectation, 
8 
and was allowed to vary with the standard deviation t:>.N = 12.3%. In the calculation of>.,, 
we assumed a pure QED process and a Breit-Wigner line shape for the Z0 -> 111 decay, not 
taking their interference into account. Using this function we determined the upper limit 
on r ,, to be 0.17 1\Ie V at 95% confidence level, which corresponds to an upper limit of 
6.6 x 10-5 on the branching ratio Br(Z0 -> 111). This is compared with previous limits [1,3] 
in table 2. 
In summary, we have measured the total and differential cross section of the reaction 
e+ e- -> 11 at centre of mass energies around the zo resonance. Our measurement is in good 
agreement with the QED prediction. No influence of the Z0 boson is observed and the upper 
limits on the bran.ching ratios Br(Z0 -> 11), Br(Z0 -> 71"01) and Br(Z0 -> 'II) were found to 
be 1.-l x lo-•, 1.-l x J0- 4 and 2.0 x 10-1 respectively. The lower limits on the cutoff parameters 
of the modified electron propagator are A+ > 117 GeV and A_> 110 GeV. Eight events from 
the higher order process e+e- -> 111 were observed, consistent with the QED prediction. 
The upper limit on the branching ratio Br(Z0 -> 111) was determined to be 6.6 x 10-5 . All 
the limits were obtained at 95% confidence level. 
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Tables 
Vs Lint N" (}" 00 
(GeV) (pb-1) (pb) 
88.23 0.586 20 39.5 ± 8.8 
89.23 0.654 16 27.9 ± 7.0 
90.21 0.373 11 33.5 ± 10.1 
91.23 3.829 11! 33.7 ± 3.2 
92.22 0.501 10 22.4 ± 7.1 
93.23 0.636 15 27.1±7.0 
9-1.23 0.631 19 35.0 ± 8.0 
91.22 7.211 205 32.4 ± 2.3 
Table 1: The centre of mass energies, ..jS, the integrated luminosities, L;"'' the numbers 
of events observed, N0 , and the measured integrated lowest order cross sections, rr00 , in 
the angular region I cos Bl < 0.9. Radiative corrections have been taken into account in the 
calculation. The errors on the cross section include both statistical and systematic ones, 
except for the systematic normalisation error on the luminosity measurement. 
Experiment Br(Z0 __, n) Br(Z0 --> 71" 01) Br(Z0 __, rn) Br(zo __, Ill) 
OPAL (this experiment) J..( X 10 4 1.4 X 10 4 2.0 X 10 4 6.6 X 10 5 
ALEPH -1.9 X 10 4 4.6 X 10 4 
DELPHI 3.0 X 10-4 4.8 x Jo-• 
L3 2.9 X J0- 4 2.9 x 1o-• 4.1 X J0- 4 1.2 X 10-4 
OPAL [1] 3.7 X 10-4 3.9 x 1o-• 5.8 X 10-4 2.8 X 10-4 
Table 2: Comparison of upper limits on the branching ratios of Z0 ---> 11, Z0 ---> 71"01, Z0 --> '11 
and Z0 ---> Ill· The limits were obtained at 95% confidence level. The data used in this 
paper include those used in our previous paper [1]. 
12 
I cosO[ ;>./" ;fu, (pb/str) 
0.0-0.1 1-1 3.6 ± 1.0 
0.1-0.2 9 2.5 ± 1.0 
0.2-0.3 9 2.1 ± 0.8 
0.3-0.4 18 -1.6 ± 1.2 
0.1-0.5 1-1 3A ± 1.0 
0.5-0.6 18 5.2 ± 1.3 
0.6-0.7 18 ·lA ± 1.1 
0.7-0.8 10 10.3 ± 1.7 
0.8-0.9 65 15.6 ± 2.0 
Table 3: The I cos 0 I range, the numbers of events observed, N", and the differential cross 
sections ~~"· Angular dependent radiative corrections have bee·n taken into account in the 
calculation. The errors on the cross section include both statistical and systematic ones, 
except for the systematic normalisation error on the luminosity measurement. 
I Experiment 
OPAL (this experiment) 117 110 
L3 103 118 
OPAL [1] 82 89 
Al\IY I 65 
TOPAZ 94 59 
VENUS 81 82 
CELLO 84 H 
JADE 66 75 
1\lARK-J 72 
PLUTO 46 36 
TASSO 61 56 
HRS 59 59 
I\ lAC 66 67 
Table 4: Comparison of lower limits on the cutoff parameters of the modified electron prop-
agator A±. The limits were obtained at 95% confidence level. The data used in this paper 
include those used in our previous paper [1]. 
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Vs Lint NobJ ~TY Nexp ~TY (GeV) (pb-l) 
88.23 0.586 0 0..!9 
89.23 0.651 0 0.51 
90.2·1 0.373 2 0.30 
91.23 3.829 5 3.01 
92.22 0.501 1 0.39 
9:1.23 0.63() 0 0.48 
91.23 0.631 0 0.46 
91.22 7.211 8 5.7 
Table 5: The centre of mass energies, .jS, the integrated luminosities, Lint• the numbers of 
events observed, N~~~· and the numbers of events expected, N~:[,. The background from 
e+e---> e+e---n is included in the expectation. 
Figure Captions 
Figure 1: a) The distribution of the second largest electromagnetic cluster energy nor-
malised to the beam energy (points with error bars), compared with the QED prediction 
for c+c---> TY (histogram). All the selection cuts but the cluster cut Al) have been applied. 
b) The distribution of the acollinearity angle of the two most energetic electromagnetic clus-
ters (points with error bars), compared with the QED predictionfore+e---> TY (histogram). 
All selection cuts but the acollinearity angle cut A2) have been applied. 
Figure 2: a) The measured integrated lowest order cross section for e+e- --> T'( (points with 
error bars), compared with the QED prediction (solid curve), within the polar angular range 
I cos 01 < 0.9. The average cross section is shown by a square with an error bar. The dashed 
curve shows the expectation with a Z0 decay width of r 00 = 0.36 1\leV (95% confidence le,·el 
limit). b) The ratio of the measured differential cross section for e+e- --> 11 to the QED 
prediction (points with error bars). The solid curves show the expectations "'ith the cutoff 
parameters:\+ =117 GeV and A_ =110 GeV (95% confidence levellirnits). 
Figure 3: a) The ratio of the number of observed e+e- _,· 111 ewnts to the QED expec-
tation. The dashed curve shows the expectations with a Z0 decay width f00~ =0.17 i\leV 
(95% confidence level limit). b) The distribution of the invariant mass of the photon pairs 
normalised to .jS (points with error bars) compared to the QED expectation (histogram). 
There arc three entries per event. 
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